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When the air temperature begins to drop as winter approaches, surface waters 
supercool and initiate the formation of ice particles. In a slowly flowing river 
with a moderate degree of turbulence there exists a vertical stratification which 
is characterized by a thin supercooled surface layer and a non-supercooled layer 
of bulk water body. This supercooled surface layer initiates the formation of 
skim ice particles. In the present study, an extensive laboratory analysis was 
carried out in the Hydraulics & Research Testing Facility at the University of 
Manitoba to investigate the behavior, shape and size of these skim ice particles 
in relation to the flow properties.  
 
It was observed that skim ice particles are those ice particles that nucleate on the 
water surface, in small to moderate turbulent intensities, whenever there is 
stratification. Four major types of skim ice particle shapes were observed: 
hexagon shaped particles (including, hexagons, stars and circles), needle shaped 
particles, leaf shaped particles (including leaf shaped and finger-shaped 
particles), and irregular-shaped particles. The relative number of each type of 
skim ice particles and their size in a given flow was observed to be dependent 
on the degree of turbulence. Surface heat loss has no effect on the shape of the 
particles. A conclusion was also made regarding the formation of dendrites, 
bridging and freeze-up. 



 

 

1. Introduction 
When the air temperature begins to drop during winter periods, surface water supercools. This 
supercooling initiates the formation of ice particles on the water surface. The size and shape of 
these skim ice particles depends on the flow velocity, bed roughness, depth and air temperature. 
The determination of size and shape of these particles and their relation to degree turbulence and 
surface heat loss is important to understand the evolution of skim ice and to develop 
mathematical models. 
 
Not many experimental studies have been conducted to study the properties of these skim ice 
particles, which are formed in a quiescent flow on a supercooled water surface. Matousek (1992) 
used a tilting hydraulic flume to test the hypothesis of the formation of frazil and skim ice on 
various bottom roughness, flow velocities and temperature. In his experiment, he observed that 
the first ice particles to be formed ranged from short ice needles up to ice floes with a plane 
bottom surface. Some of these initial particles led to the formation of frazil ice. It is believed in 
literature that frazil crystal is the initial ice crystal for the formation of all kinds of ice 
phenomena. Therefore, while studying frazil ice particles, hexagonal particles have been 
observed both in the laboratory (Clark and Doering, 2002) and the field (Osterkamp, 1978). 
Needle-shaped particles have also been observed in nature (Osterkamp and Gosink, 1983). 
Hanley and Rao (1982) indicated that needle frazil forms only when the turbulence level of the 
water is low. Clark and Doering (2002) also observed needle ice formation in a counter rotating 
flume. Moreover, they reported that typically such particles form near the surface but quickly 
become entrained in the flow through turbulence. 
  
Irregular shapes of ice particles were also observed by Clark and Doering (2002), which suggests 
that frazil ice particles have different shapes and sizes (thickness and diameter) that is dependent 
on degree of supercooling and turbulence intensity. Ramseir (1970) showed that with a 
supercooling of -0.2 0C the initial crystals are of disk shape with a diameter of 0.2 cm whereas 
thickness of 0.01 cm and with a supercooling of -1.0 0C dendrite growth predominates 
accompanied by second- and third-order branching. 
 
However, in the later sections we will discuss the fact the skim ice particles are different from 
frazil ice particles and the fact that skim ice particles are not initiated from frazil crystals. Thirty 
one experiments were carried out to investigate the formation of skim ice crystals and frazil ice 
particles and the relation to bed roughness, flow velocity, flow depth and air temperature. 
 

2. Experimental Set Up 
Due to the variability of hydrological and metrological conditions, it is difficult to gather field 
data to study the formation of ice particles. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out experimental 
studies to determine the effect of different types of hydraulic and hydrologic parameters on the 
formation, shape and size of skim ice. For this main reason, therefore, a counter-rotating flume 
(Tsang, 1992; Doering and Morris, 2003) located inside a cold room was designed to enhance 
the collection of data. The ice laboratory is comprised of a cold room, a counter-rotating flume 
equipped with cameras, peripheral measuring instruments, and digital image processor. A brief 



 

 

description of the experimental setting, velocity measuring techniques, and temperature and 
image acquisition equipment is given below. 
 

2.1 Introduction to the counter-rotating flume and cold room 
The counter-rotating flume has been designed to simulate open channel flow in terms of 
Lagrangian theory. It consists of a circular channel supported underneath by a turntable. The 
bottom of the channel is separate from the channel walls and is supported by an independent 
overhead structure. This allows the bottom and the walls of the channel to rotate independently 
and in the opposite direction. An air jacket below the base plates circulates warm air to simulate 
geothermal heat from a river bed. The air pocket is equipped with a heater and fan connected to a 
PID controller to maintain a constant temperature. The air temperature in this pocket is separated 
from the flume water by an insulator which is a 5 cm thick layer of UHMW (ultra high molecular 
weight) plastic. Thermometers embedded in the UHMW plastic indicate that the temperature of 
the plastic, just below the embedded gravel bed plates, is 0 oC while supercooling occurs. In 
addition, in order to prevent the side walls of the flume from icing, warm air is used to circulate 
in ducts surrounding the flume walls. A heater lamp connected to a PID controller is activated 
whenever the air temperature in these ducts falls below 2 oC. The warm air is circulated through 
the wall ducts with a fan. 
 
To model the free surface flow in an open channel, the flow in the counter-rotating flume has to 
be calibrated. The rotation of the bed of the flume has the potential to induce secondary 
circulation in the fluid due to centrifugal forces. The wall and bed rotation rates must, therefore, 
be set to balance this centrifugal effect. The net result is the water is stationary in an absolute 
frame of reference, at a given depth. It is practically impossible to have zero absolute reference 
velocity at all depths and therefore, a depth of 0.6h (where h is the water depth) is used to 
calibrate the velocity. The relative rates of rotation required to achieve zero absolute velocity 
will depend on the boundary roughness.  
 
To control the air temperature the counter rotating flume is located in a cold room which is 4.3 m 
by 4.3 m by 2.7 m high and is constructed of 4” thick Norbec insulated panels with an insulation 
value of R30. It is equipped with two Blanchard Ness outdoor air cooled condensing units, each 
with the capacity of 48000 BTU’s. Each condensing unit is coupled with a Blanchard Ness low 
silhouette evaporator coil via a Sporlan CDS-8 step motor evaporator control valve. The 
temperature of the cold room is regulated with an Omron E5GN temperature controller mounted 
outside the cold room. The temperature control system is also equipped with an RS-232 port to 
allow full computer control and monitoring of the PID controlled compressor systems. The 
temperature adjustment limit of the cold room can go as low as -30 oC with a variation within 
± 0.1 oC. 
 

2.2 Temperature measuring technique 
As mentioned above the temperature of the cold room is controlled by a PID controlled 
compressor system. Water temperature in the counter-rotating flume was measured by using a 
Hart-Scientific BlackStack thermistor, which measures the water temperature with an uncertainty 
less than 0.001 0C and resolution of 0.0001 0C. The data was directly transferred to a computer in 



 

 

a digital form. The temperature of the inner wall, the outer wall and the bottom duct were 
recorded using a National Instruments data acquisition system. The relative humidity was 
detected by Campbell Scientific temperature and humidity sensor. Two thermometers were 
installed in the CRF, one near the surface and the other at half of the flow depth to model the 
surface temperature and the bulk temperature variation. 
 

2.3 Velocity measuring technique  
The velocity profile, i.e., the magnitude and direction at a given depth, in a counter rotating 
flume is dependent on the relative magnitude of the bed and the side wall velocity. By setting 
different wall and bed speed the average velocity relative to the bed was measured at a depth 
0.6h by using a Kent Lea probe (sample of the velocity measured for roughness 0.34 cm and 
depth 20 cm is shown in Table 1). Different values of bed speed and wall speed were varied until 
the testing velocity for that particular experiment is achieved.  
 
Table 1 Bed and wall speed to find relative water velocity, for d = 0.34 mm and h = 20 cm. 

 
bed speed wall speed water velocity

(cm/s) (cm/s) relative to the bed (cm/s)
15 13 14
20 10 16.7
30 0 14.25
30 10 21
30 20 27.5
40 20 31.5
40 30 32.5
60 20 34
60 30 41.5
60 25 39  

 

2.4 Image recording  
The counter-rotating flume is equipped with two Hitachi KP-F100A CCD cameras each of them 
having a resolution of 1200 x 1024 pixels. The cameras were located in a box attached to the side 
walls, which requires them to rotate with the walls. The first camera was set to take images from 
the top of the water surface and the second camera set to take images from the side to observe 
the availability and growth of skim ice particles on the water surface and in the water. Two DT-
3162 data translation frame grabber boards were used to transfer the data from the cameras to the 
computer. Images were back lit with one 400 W and one 250 W metal halide bulb producing 
40,000 and 20,000 lumens respectively. The light coming from the bulb was first filtered by a 
polarizing sheet, then passes through the inner wall, the water, then the outer wall, where it is 
filtered again by a second polarizer located on the side camera lens. The second polarizer is 
oriented such that the optic sills are perpendicular to the optic sills of the first polarizing sheet. 
The camera located on the top of the water surface gets a reflected light from the flume bed 



 

 

where the light bulb is located above the water surface besides the camera. No polarizer was 
used in the second camera. Using this method it was possible for the camera to “see” the 
transparent ice particles. The Hitachi cameras permit shutter speeds up to 1/10,000s.  
 

3. Testing Procedure  
The following experimental procedure was followed in all the experiments. The experimental 
variables were flow depth, bottom roughness, velocity, and air temperature. A specified bed 
roughness was set on the bed and a certain amount of water equal to the measuring depth is filled 
in the flume. For this given depth the two cameras were adjusted for clear focus. By varying the 
side wall and bed wall speed, a testing velocity was measured at a depth 0.6h by using a Kent 
Lea probe and the bed and side walls were allowed to rotate for that testing velocity. The 
temperature of the cold room was then set to a testing temperature and the two thermistors were 
set on the water surface and average depth to read the water temperature at the surface and 
average depth respectively, by using LogWare II software.  When the surface water temperature 
reached 0.1oC a continuous image acquisition was started and the image acquisition ended when 
the residual water temperature approximately reached -0.002 oC. A total of thirty-one 
experiments were conducted by varying the above testing variables and the data analyzed in the 
upcoming sections. Table 2 illustrates the different testing scenarios. 
 
Table 2 Experiment schedule for different variables. 

 
Temperature Roughness Depth Velocity Temperature Roughness Depth Velocity

0C (cm) (cm) (cm/s) 0C (cm) (cm) (cm/s)
-15 0.34 20 20 -15 1.0 20 20

30 30
40 40

15 20 15 20
30 30
40 13

11.5 20 40
30 10 20
40 30

0.17 11.6 20 15.5
30 -10 1.0 10 20
40 15 20

15.7 20
30
40

20 20
30
40
60  

 



 

 

4. Observations 
After all the experiments were carried out successfully, those experiments that lead to the 
formation of skim ice were collected and thoroughly examined. It was found that there is no 
clear relationship between the particles shape and size character with respect to surface heat loss. 
The following points are discussed depending on the observations and it is worth mentioning that 
small, moderate and large turbulent intensities are related to the formation of skim ice, skim ice 
and frazil and complete frazil (Unduche and Doering, 2007) and given as a function of bed shear 
stress Reynolds number and the Froude number by the relation 

1) 22007900* +−< FrR  small turbulent intensity                    [1] 

2) 3000790022007900 * +−<<+− FrRFr ,  moderate turbulence intensity and     [2] 

3) 30007900* +−> FrR  large turbulent intensity.                   [3] 

 
The shear stress Reynolds number is given by    

 

ν
sku

R *
* =   [4] 

 
where ν  is a kinematic viscosity of water at the temperature close to zero and equal to 1.787*10-

6 m2/s and *u  is the shear stress velocity . The Froude number of a flow, Fr, can also be defined 
as 
 

gh
UFr =  [5] 

 

where h is the depth of flow, g is gravitational acceleration and U is the average flow velocity.   

 

5. Nucleation 
It has been anticipated in the literature that frazil ice is the initiation for the formation of all types 
of river ice; and skim ice particles are frazil ice particles that float on the surface when the 
vertical turbulent fluctuation velocity is less than the buoyant velocity. However, our 
experimental observation indicates that skim ice particles are those ice particles that nucleate at 
the water surface when the water surface supercools; provided that there is stratification. Frazil 
ice particles are circular or elliptical discs that nucleate in the bulk water at high turbulent 
intensities. The detail of different types of surface ice formation has been discussed by Unduche 
and Doering (2007). In a complete mixing scenario, i.e., where there is no stratification, only 
frazil ice particles are formed. In small to moderate turbulence intensity ice particles first 
nucleate at the surface to form skim ice particles and grow in size and number and if the 
turbulent intensity is sufficient to supercool the bulk water then frazil particles start to form. 



 

 

Some of these skim ice particles are submerged in the flow due to the turbulent vertical 
fluctuation velocity and some remain on the surface and flow with the surface water. Therefore, 
turbulence is important factor in determining the type of ice particle formed in a given flow not 
only by submerging the already formed particles on the surface, but also by affecting the degree 
of stratification that affects the location of nucleation.     
 
It is observed that before the particles nucleate, the surface has to deform on the shape of the 
particle that has to be formed. Figure 1(a) shows surface deformation before the formation of 
circular ice particles and Figure 1(b) shows another location on the water surface where the 
surface deformed and formed hexagonal shaped particle. This deformation and initial nucleation 
starts at the surface when the surface water temperature is 0.025 to 0.16oC. Even though an 
attempt has been done to measure the water temperature at the interface between the water and 
the air, it is found to be difficult to measure with the current experimental settings, due to a very 
high temperature gradient on a few millimeters below the water surface. However, it is still 
believed that nucleation starts when the temperature on the water surface is few degrees 
centigrade less than zero. 
 
As surface deformation and surface turbulence attribute to the nucleation on the water surface, 
the size of skim ice particles is much larger than the size of frazil discs whose nucleation is 
associated with the external seeding of micrometer size. The initial size of the skim ice particles 
is dependent on the degree of turbulence, where higher turbulence gives smaller sizes. For small 
turbulence intensity almost all types of skim ice particle shapes were observed dominated by 
leaf-shaped and finger shaped particles. For moderate turbulent intensities only needles and 
diamonds were observed and their quantity on the surface is relatively small.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a) Water surface deformation before 
nucleation 
 

 

 
 
b) A hexagonal and irregular shape during 
nucleation 

Figure 1 a) Image of the water surface before nucleation and b) a hexagonal and irregular shape 

during nucleation on the deformed section of the water surface (plan view). 

1.2 cm 



 

 

6. Particle Shape and Size 

6.1. Needle shaped particles 
Needle shaped skim ice particles were observed in all experiments where skim ice was formed. 
Needle shapes were also one of the first skim ice particle shapes to be observed on the water 
surface. Their initial size ranges from 1 cm to 3 cm for moderate to small turbulent intensities 
respectively and could grow up to 6 cm to 8 cm before forming any dendrites. Their number on 
the water surface is also related to the degree of turbulence and air temperature where, smaller 
turbulence intensity with high negative air temperature produces a large number of particles on 
the water surface. For small turbulent intensities needle shape particles grow too fast in size and 
make dendrites on the water surface, which then initiate the formation of bridging. The initial 
thickness of the needles varies from 0.02 cm to 0.1 cm and can grow up to 0.2 cm to 0.3 cm on 
later stages; however, their major growth is lengthwise. Figure 2(a) shows the images of needle 
shape particles at the instant of nucleation and Figure 2(b) shows needle shape particles roughly 
half an hour after nucleation.  
 

 
 
a) A long and short needle at the instant of 
nucleation on the surface (size of the longer 
particle 3.8 cm and short one 0.8 cm) 

 

 
 
 b) Needle shaped particles (size 6 cm) 
 
 

 
Figure 2 Needle shaped particles a) during the instant of nucleation and b) after nucleation (plan 

view).  

 

6.2. Hexagon, star and circle shaped particles 
 Hexagon shaped particles are also one of the first particles to be observed on the water surface 
in almost all the experiments where skim ice was formed. The hexagon shaped particles 
appeared as hexagonal crystals in small turbulent intensities and as a circle and then transformed 
to hexagon in moderate turbulent intensities. The initial (nucleation) size of the hexagon ranged 
from 0.5 cm to 1 cm, and they could grow up to 2 cm and then submerge in the flow or form a 



 

 

mesh with needle shaped particles. It was difficult to determine the thickness of the hexagon 
particles but it was observed that they were very thin sheets and their growth was mainly in the 
radial direction. Star shaped particles are the main particles that were observed submerged in the 
flow for moderate turbulent intensities. Star shaped particles have the shape shown in Figure 3(a) 
during nucleation and Figure 3(e) after nucleation observed by side camera flowing with the 
flow. However, sometimes it was observed that there was an interchange of shape from circles to 
hexagon and later on to stars on high turbulent intensities (Figure 3(b)). Figure 3(e) shows 
hexagon shaped particles during nucleation and Figure 3(f) shows hexagon shaped particles in 
the flow taken by the side camera. 
 
 

 
 
a) Star particle at the instant of nucleation 
(plan view, size 1.2 cm) 

 
 
b) Circles (size 0.7 cm), hexagons (0.7 cm) 
and needles (1.4 cm), plan view  

 
 
c) Hexagons submerging in the flow (plan 
view, 1 cm) 

 
 
d) Hexagonal shaped particle (plan view 0.8 
cm) 



 

 

 
 
e) Star shaped particle in the flow (1.1 cm) 
 

 
 
f) Hexagonal shaped particle in the flow 
(size 1.2 cm) 

Figure 3 Hexagon, stars, needles and circles (plan views and side views) 
 

6.3. Finger and leaf shaped particles 
Finger shaped and leaf shaped particles are one of the dominant types of skim ice particles in 
small turbulent intensities. They have a common shape of fingers, leafs and triangles. Finger and 
leaf shaped particles are the dominant cause of surface coverage as they are flat sheets and their 
size is relatively larger than other types of ice particles. The initial size of fingers and leafs vary 
from 0.3 cm to 1 cm and they can grow as large as 3 cm to 4 cm before forming a mesh with 
other particles. Leaf shaped particles start to nucleate as a small circular core, called the center of 
nucleation, which can have protruding branches in one or two directions (Figure 4 (c)). Then 
they expand and grow from this core to form a triangular leaf or two triangular leafs connected 
with a core in opposite directions yielding the form of a butterfly. Finger shaped particles can 
have three to five fingers protruding from one palm and their number can grow to as many as 15 
to 20 fingers. Mostly finger and leaf shaped particles were observed just floating on the water 
surface and occasionally (for moderate turbulent intensities) were observed submerged in the 
flow. Figures 4(b), 4(e) and 4(h) show initial nucleated and grown finger shaped particles, while 
Figures 4(a) and 4(f) show initial and grown leaf shaped particles. Figure 4(d) shows triangular 
shaped particles.  
 



 
 
a) Leaf shapes at the instant of nucleation 
(size 0.5 cm).  

 
 
b) Finger shapes at the instant of nucleation 
(size 0.7 cm, 4 fingers). 

 
 
c) Start of branched leaf particles (0.5 cm) 

 
 
d) Triangular butterfly leaf (size 3.6 cm)  

 
 
e) Fingers at the middle stage of their 
growth (size 2.3 cm) 

 
f) Leaf shaped particle (size 3.7 cm) 



 

 

 
 
g) Finger shape in the flow (size 2.3 cm) 
 

 
 
h) Many branching fingers (size 2.8 cm and 
fingers are 1.5 cm long) 

Figure 4 Fingers and Leafs (all are plan views except (g)) 

 

6.4. Irregular shaped particles  
Irregular shaped particles are rarely formed (skim ice particles) in small turbulence intensities. 
These particles are mostly nucleated as hexagons, circular leafs, or finger shapes and later on 
change to irregular rounded shapes or irregular branches. Their number in a given experiment is 
very small compared to the other types of skim ice particles. Their size ranges from 0.5 cm 
(during nucleation) to 1.5 cm until they sinter to other particles to form a mesh. Figures 5(a) & 
5(b) show irregular shaped particles. 
 

 
 
a) Irregular rounded shape (size 1.4 cm).  
 

 
 
b) Hexagons transformed to irregulars (size 
1.2 cm). 

Figure 5 Irregular shapes (plan view) 



 

 

7. Particle Growth and Surface Coverage 
Once the water surface supercools, skim ice particles form and grow both in size and in number. 
Their number is much smaller than frazil ice particles, if they would form, and they grow faster 
in size rather than in number. Therefore, even though their number is small, due to their large 
size they can easily balance the surface heat loss to prevent further supercooling of the bulk 
water. Their size and number on the water surface is dependent on the degree of turbulence. 
Depending on the degree of turbulence they can grow in size and number on the water surface to 
form either a bridging, a mesh, or dendrite and cover the surface; or remain on the surface and 
near surface layer.  
 
When the turbulent intensity is small the skim ice particles (mostly needles, hexagons and finger 
shapes) grow in size and interlock with each other to form a very long piece of surface ice. This 
surface ice is then attached to the border and will hinder the transport of other particles on the 
surface and accumulates particles to form a bridge in that location. Once bridging is formed, a 
large sheet of surface ice forms on the water surface and prevents further supercooling of the 
water surface to form frazil ice.    
 
For moderate turbulent intensities some of the skim ice particles remain on the water surface, 
however, the majority of the particles will be submerged in the flow and they travel with the flow 
in the surface layer (within the top 5 cm). These particles grow with time and start to interlock to 
form a mesh (Figure 6). At the beginning many small size dendrites are formed and finally 
interlock with each other to form a very large tube of flowing skim ice mesh with a length 
varying from 50 cm to 130 cm. Once this tube of mesh is formed, any particle nucleated during 
the later stages will be intermingled with the existing mesh. There is a very unlikely chance for 
surface coverage at this time and any persisted cooling of the air temperature will induce the 
formation of the frazil ice, if the heat of fusion from the skim ice mesh is insufficient to balance 
the surface heat loss.  
 

 
 

Figure 6 Needles, stars and diamond shaped particles interlocking each other to form dendrites. 

 



 

 

Summary  
A laboratory study was carried out to investigate the properties of skim ice particles. It is 
observed that skim ice particles are those ice particles that nucleate at the water surface when the 
turbulence intensity is insufficient for complete mixing. Whenever there is stratification, the 
surface supercools faster than the bulk water which initiates the formation of surface ice 
particles. Surface ice particles start to be observed on the water surface when the measured water 
surface temperature is in the range of 0.05oC to 0.16oC. However, this doesn’t mean that skim ice 
particles start to nucleate on a non-supercooled water, but it shows that there is a very high 
temperature gradient at the air-water interface which can not be measured with our experimental 
settings. The water surface has to deform before the nucleation of the particles, which leads to 
the formation of large ice particles compared to frazil ice. Yet it is not clearly understood what 
factors attribute the deformation of the water surface. Four different types of ice particle shapes 
were observed and their number on a water surface is related to the degree of turbulence. It is not 
clearly understood what factors attribute to the formation of those fixed shapes but it was 
observed that turbulence is a factor for the existence of some of the shapes. The observed frazil 
crystals were either circular or elliptical discs which were formed at large turbulence intensities. 
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